Class 2004
15th Reunion
2004: Villa Maria was a girl school. Donald Trump had an appropriate amount of
responsibility: deciding whether or not to fire Gary Busey on Celebrity Apprentice.
The iPhone wouldn’t start burning retinas for at least another three years. Netflix
was still mailing DVDs to houses. All the while, a group of 140 young men were
leaving their beloved high school, embarking on new paths, taking life lessons
from their wise teachers and leaving a trail of Axe body spray in their wake.
15 years have passed since then, reminding us all that time flies faster than a
chalk brush sailing through the air in Mr. Donnini’s classroom.
But time cannot touch the friendships that were formed at Loyola. For all that our
high school gave us, those friendships have to be near the very top.
On Friday night, October 11th, we have an opportunity to celebrate those old
friendships as the Alumni Association hosts its Annual Smoked Meat, Oysters
and Beer Bash which will be held in the Atrium of the High School. This is the
annual, all-alumni event which kicks off Loyola’s Homecoming Weekend,
beginning around 6pm and going to 11pm, at which time we will head downtown
to continue the fun. Simply show up at the door (there will be an entrance fee of
$25 which includes a beer and smoked meat and even some oysters) and there
will be directions to our gathering place.
If you received this announcement by post, it is because we do not have an email
address for you. Please note that all further updates will be done by email,
Facebook and the Loyola High School web page. In order to keep you involved in
the organizing of the weekend, please let Randy Burns know your email address
at alumni@loyola.ca . Unfortunately, over the last few years we have lost contact
with a number of our classmates – see attached list. If you know of their
whereabouts, email us and we will send them this announcement. We look
forward to seeing everyone and once again, walk down memory lane.
Tom Sullivan
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Missing Classmates:
Mr. Stuart Barker '04
Mr. Michael Beaton-Montoya '04
Mr. Adamo Caparelli '04
Mr. Gregory Di Lella '04
Mr. Todd Griffiths '04
Mr. Matthew Lemieux '04
Mr. Jason Martin '04
Mr. Anthony Piazza '04
Mr. Richard Qualizza '04
Mr. Kurt Reckziegel '04
Mr. David Tontini '04
Mr. Andre Wallis '04
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